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ABSTRACT 

GalaxyWater: Predicting Positions of Water 

Molecules on Protein Structure 

Sangwoo Park 

Department of Chemistry 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

Most proteins in the living cell function in an aqueous solution, and protein 

molecules interact closely with water molecules. These interactions play critical 

roles in determining the structure and physiological function of proteins. Methods 

for predicting the structure or interaction of proteins consider the interaction 

between protein and water either implicitly or explicitly. Typical implicit solvent 

models consider protein-water interaction by treating solvent as a continuous 

dielectric medium. Such models can effectively evaluate the important electrostatic 

interactions with much cheaper computational costs than simulating proteins in 

explicit water by molecular dynamics simulation. Therefore, implicit water models 

are employed for protein structure prediction and docking, unlike molecular 

dynamic simulations. However, implicit models do not consider specific, short-

range, orientation-dependent hydrogen bonds between water and protein molecules. 

Specific hydrogen bond interactions with water molecules are known to be 

involved in the structure and function of some proteins. Therefore, it is essential to 

consider such water molecules explicitly for detailed description and accurate 

prediction of protein structure and function even in the framework of implicit 
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solvent models. 3D-RISM is an elegant statistical mechanical method that can 

predict essential water molecules making specific interactions with a given protein 

structure using a molecular mechanics force field and an integral equation theory. 

In this thesis, two methods for predicting water positions on a given protein 

structure are introduced. The first method is based on a new statistical potential that 

describes interactions between protein atoms and water molecules. The potential 

was derived from protein structures experimentally resolved with water molecules. 

A crucial part of the potential that distinguishes from other conventional potentials 

is consideration of the solvation environment of protein atoms during statistical 

derivation. This method is about 180 faster than the method based on 3D-RISM 

and has similar or higher performance. 

Further performance improvement was achieved by adopting a machine learning 

approach. This method trained a convolutional neural network (CNN) on 

experimentally resolved structures to recognize structural patterns that favor water-

binding on the protein surfaces. This method is about 44 times faster than 3D-

RISM when GPGPU was used. Furthermore, the performance of locating water 

molecules at protein-protein interfaces and protein-ligand binding sites is also 

improved compared to other existing methods. 

 

 

keywords: protein-water interaction, water site prediction, statistical potential, 

convolutional neural network 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Proteins fold in water and interact with surrounding water molecules. Such 

interactions are closely related to protein structure and function1-10. In 

computational studies on protein structure and function, protein-water interactions 

are considered either explicitly or implicitly. 

When predicting protein structures from amino acid sequences, the effect of 

water is frequently considered only implicitly to avoid the complexity of 

representing water explicitly. Structure prediction methods based on bioinformatics 

consider the water effect indirectly only using structures of evolutionarily related 

proteins. Structure prediction methods that rely on physics-based energy functions 

frequently consider water solvation via implicit solvation free energy terms, such 

as empirical terms that depend on solvent-accessible surface area and/or 

electrostatic polarization terms derived by treating water as a continuum dielectric 

medium11-13. However, such implicit solvation models ignore specific atomistic 

interactions of water molecules with protein atoms that may be critical to protein-

ligand interactions as well as to protein folding itself. In particular, orientation-

dependent hydrogen bond interactions between water and protein atoms14 are 

difficult to describe using implicit solvation models. Such short-range hydrogen 

bond interactions affect protein-ligand interactions significantly15, 16, and 

consideration of explicit water molecules is an important problem in predicting 

binding pose and binding affinity in protein-ligand interactions6, 9, 10. 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of proteins that are fully solvated by 

water molecules treat water most realistically, naturally considering water both as a 

solvent and as molecules forming specific structural and functional interactions. 

However, MD simulations tend to be highly computationally expensive to be used 
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for protein structure prediction or protein-ligand docking directly. Notably, MD 

simulations with explicit water molecules have been successful in refining the 

protein model structures predicted by the information-based methods in the 

refinement category of the blind protein structure prediction experiment, CASP17, 18. 

A compromise between explicit and implicit water models is to treat only the 

water molecules forming specific interactions explicitly and the remaining ones 

implicitly. In this case, it is important to predict which water molecules will form 

significant structural and/or functional interactions. Various prediction methods for 

water positions have been developed, particularly in the protein-ligand docking 

field, including thermodynamic prediction methods involving MD simulations19-26, 

methods based on integral equation theory4, 27-29, and geometry-based methods 

considering hydrogen bond geometry30-33. Other examples are a protein-water 

docking method34, methods refining crystal water positions in protein crystal 

structures29, 35, and a method utilizing a statistical potential derived from the Protein 

Structure Databank (PDB)36. 

Although MD simulations tend to predict bound water positions accurately, the 

computational costs are high37. When short simulations are conducted, the water 

distribution functions might depend on the initial water positions4. A water 

prediction method based on integral equation theory is more rapid but less accurate 

than MD-based methods37. Although geometry-based methods can be fast, it is 

difficult to predict water molecules accurately using them. Docking methods can 

consider specific interactions; however, the prediction results depend on the 

accuracy of the docking score. Crystal structure refinement methods cannot predict 

previously unknown water positions. Although methods based on a statistical 

potential can predict protein-water interactions at a low computational cost, the 

prediction performance is dependent on the accuracy of the potential. 
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In this thesis, two methods for water position prediction on given protein 

structures are presented. In Chapter 2, a method called GalaxyWater-wKGB, 

which is based on a new statistical potential function is introduced. The statistical 

potential, called water knowledge-based potential based on the generalized Born 

model (wKGB), describes interactions between water molecules and protein atoms. 

This wKGB statistical potential describes water-protein interactions more precisely 

than a previous statistical potential used in water prediction36 in that the dipole 

orientation involved in hydrogen bonds and the degree of solvent accessibility of 

protein atoms are considered in addition to water-protein atomic distances. From 

wKGB potential, water positions on protein surfaces could be predicted by 

identifying low-potential regions. GalaxyWater-wKGB recovered a similar or 

larger fraction of crystallographic water positions than 3D-RISM with a 180 times 

higher computational speed when the same number of water positions are predicted. 

In Chapter 3, a method called GalaxyWater-CNN, which is based on 3D-

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), is presented. The method considers the 3D 

structure of the protein as a kind of 3D image with 16 input channels that account 

for atom types. CNN was made up of 20 convolutional residual neural network38 

layers using atrous kernel39 and returns probability map of the water molecules 

which interacts with protein for water position prediction. The water positions 

predicted by GalaxyWater-CNN showed higher coverage than GalaxyWater-

wKGB40, 3D-RISM41, 42, and FoldX43 when the same number of water molecules 

were predicted. Additionally, the protein-ligand complex version of GalaxyWater-

CNN (GalaxyWater-CNN.lig) was introduced, which only uses eight atom type 

channels and is trained on a protein-ligand complex structure set. The prediction 

result of GalaxyWater-CNN.lig showed better performance than that from 3D-

RISM.  
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In summary, this thesis presents two methods for predicting water sites from a 

given protein structure, which are faster and more accurate than the previous water 

site prediction methods, including those based on 3D-RISM. The first method, 

GalaxyWater-wKGB, enables fast water site prediction by using statistical potential 

and considering solvation state into the potential. The statistical potential, wKGB 

potential, can also be used with other physicochemical energy terms. The other 

method, GalaxyWater-CNN, enables accurate water site prediction by utilizing 

CNN. This method can learn protein structure patterns that can accommodate water 

molecules and bypass some artifacts that can arise in parameter derivation. Also, 

GalaxyWater-CNN is available for predicting water sites for protein-compound 

complexes. The methods presented in the thesis can be used to detect water sites in 

the binding interface of protein-protein or protein-compound complexes. By 

treating the detected water molecules explicitly, conventional docking methods 

may be improved to predict protein-protein and protein-compound complex 

structures and binding free energies more accurately. 
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2. Prediction of Water Positions on Protein Structure 

using wKGB Statistical Potential 

 GalaxyWater-wKGB is a method for predicting water positions on a protein 

surface, based on a statistical potential, water knowledge-based potential based on 

the generalized Born model (wKGB). The statistical potential describes specific 

protein atom-water interactions by considering the dependence on the degree of 

solvent accessibility of protein atoms as well as on protein atom-water distances 

and orientations. The introduction of solvent accessibility allows effective 

consideration of competing nonspecific protein-water and intra-protein interactions. 

From wKGB potential, water positions on protein surfaces could be predicted by 

identifying low-potential regions. 

 

2.1. Methods for GalaxyWater-wKGB 

2.1.1. Derivation of wKGB potential  

For a given protein structure, the interaction potential between a protein atom 

and a water molecule is derived here by statistical analysis of the experimentally 

resolved protein structures deposited in PDB. The derivation was motivated by 

statistical potentials developed for protein structure prediction in previous studies44, 

45. The current derivation is most similar to that of dDFIRE44, except that the 

degree of solvent exposure is newly introduced here as an additional variable. 

The statistical potential called as wKGB, 
wKGB( , ; )pf r s , describes the 

interaction of a non-hydrogen protein atom p and a water oxygen atom in terms of 

the distance between the two atoms, r, and the hydrogen bond orientation, θ, which 
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is defined below for polar protein atoms. The dependence of the interaction on the 

solvent accessibility of the protein atom is also considered by a variable s, which is 

defined below. A total of 158 atom types is considered for p, treating the atoms in 

different amino acid types differently, except those that are chemically equivalent 

(See Table S1 for the definitions of the atom types). 

Assuming the inverse Boltzmann relationship of the potential with the observed 

interaction density, the statistical potential, 
wKGB

pf , is expressed as follows, i.e., in 

terms of the frequency of the interactions between the protein atom and water per 

unit volume observed in the PDB, 
obs ( , ; )p r s  , relative to the reference density,

ref ( )p s : 

obs

wKGB

B ref

( , ; )
( , ; ) log

( )

p

p

p

r s
f r s k T

s

 




 
= −   

  ,                 (1) 

where Bk  is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. 

The hydrogen bond orientation, θ, is defined only for polar atoms, i.e., nitrogen 

and oxygen, and no dependence on the orientation is considered for other types of 

atoms, i.e., carbon and sulfur. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, angle θ is the angle 

between the local dipole vector of the protein atom, p, defined as
q p−r r , where 

qr  is the average coordinate of the { }q  non-hydrogen atoms that are connected 

to p by chemical bonds, and vector
pw w p= −r r r , where wr  is the coordinate of 

the water oxygen atom.  
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Figure 2.1. Definitions of hydrogen bond distance r and orientation θ. Hydrogen 

bond distance r is distance between water oxygen atom w whose coordinate vector 

is represented by wr  and protein atom p whose coordinate vector is represented by 

pr . Angle θ is angle between vector 
q p−r r  and 

w p−r r , where 
qr  is 

average coordinate of nonhydrogen atoms forming chemical bonds to atom p. 

Effective Born radius s is determined by local configuration of protein atoms 

surrounding atom p, as explained in main text.  

Variable s describing the degree of solvent accessibility is defined as the 

effective Born radius of a generalized Born solvation free energy model called as 

FACTS46. The effective Born radius, s, of a protein atom is calculated as follows:  

2

el2

q
s

G


= −


,                                 (2) 

where elG  is the solvation free energy of the atom, q is the charge of the atom, 

and   is m s1/ 1/ −  , where m  is a low dielectric constant (1 here) and s  

is a high electric constant (78.5 here). In FACTS, elG is estimated from the 

volume and spatial symmetry of the neighboring atoms46. Thus, the effective Born 

radius can be considered as the radius of a sphere with protein atom p at the center 
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that has the same solvation free energy contribution owing to the solvent shielding 

by the atoms surrounding p in the actual protein structure. Therefore, a large value 

of s implies low solvent accessibility, and a small value indicates high solvent 

accessibility.  

The observed density of interaction, 
obs ( , ; )p r s  , is decomposed into a 

distance-dependent part 
obs

r, ( ; )p r s  and an angle-dependent factor 
obs ( | ; )p r s   

as follows: 

obs obs obs

r,( , ; ) ( ; ) ( | ; )p p pr s r s r s    =
.                   (3) 

The angle-dependent factor, 
obs ( | ; )p r s  , is set to 1 for the nonpolar protein 

atoms that do not form hydrogen bonds. It is defined as the normalized number of 

interactions at a given hydrogen bond angle for a given distance, and the solvation 

state in the database as follows: 

obs obs obs( | ; ) ( | ; ) / ( | ; )p p pr s r s r s


   = 
,              (4) 

where 
obs ( | ; )p r s  is the number of observed orientations under a given 

condition and 


 denotes the average over the hydrogen bond orientations. The 

distance-dependent part, 
obs

r, ( ; )p r s , considers the number of observed protein 

atom-water interactions, 
PDB ( ; )pN r s , at a given distance for a given solvation state 

s in the PDB. The density also includes the interactions involving the inherent 

water molecules in the vacant space of volume 
vacant ( ; )pV r s  with no resolved 

crystal water molecules, which is approximated by 
vacant bulk

w( ; )pV r s  , where 
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bulk

w   is the bulk water density. Thus, the density, 
obs

r, ( ; )p r s , is expressed as 

follows: 

obs obs

r, ( ; ) ( ; ) / ( ; )p pr s N r s V r s =
, 

obs PDB vacant bulk

w( ; ) ( ; ) ( ; )p p pN r s N r s V r s = +
.                 (5) 

The volume of the vacant space, 
vacant ( ; )pV r s , is estimated by counting the 

number of grid points in a 3D grid representation of the protein structure with a 0.5 

Å spacing. The available volume, ( ; )V r s , at a given distance for a given 

solvation state is approximated as  

bulk

obs bulk

( / / ,                4 
( ; )

,                4 (

Å Å

)

)

; / Å

s

s w

p p w

r r
V r s

rN r s



 



 
= 

 

,                (6) 

where 
p

 denotes the average over protein atoms. At short distances, the volume 

estimation by grid counting and the estimated occupation of water in the vacant 

space can be erroneous. Therefore, an approximate formula of 
s

sr


  is used by 

extrapolating the data values of 
obs obs ( ; )p pN N r s=   to short distances. The 

values of unitless parameters s  and s  are provided in Supplementary Figure 

S1 with plots of obsN . The reference density, 
ref ( )p s , is defined as 

ref obs cut cut( ) ( ; ) / ( ; )p ps N r s V r s = ,                    (7) 

which is the density at the longest distance bin, cut 9.75r = Å (see the next 

paragraph for distance bins). 
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The wKGB potential was obtained by dividing the distance into 20 bins from 0 

to 10 Å with a 0.5 Å spacing. The hydrogen bond angle was separated into six bins 

with a uniform spacing in the cosine space, and the solvation state into six bins of 

<4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8, and >8 Å in the effective Born radius. A database of 

nonredundant, high-resolution crystal structures having resolution better than 1.8 Å 

and R-free values better than 0.3 with mutual sequence identity less than 30% 

constructed using PISCES47 at the beginning of this study (March 14, 2015) was 

used to derive the potential. The total number of protein structures was 5,329. Only 

water oxygen atoms with B-factor < 40 were considered. In this high-resolution 

structure set, the average number of protein atom-water pairs is 2,492,672 per atom 

type. The atom type with the least (and the largest) number of pairs has 404,131 

(and 10,101,461) pairs. 

Noises exist in the number of observed interactions for some bins, particularly 

bins for short distances, owing to the insufficient data points in the database. 

Therefore, a smoothed potential 
wKGB( , ; )pf r s  is finally obtained as follows: 

wKGB wKGB wKGB

r, θ,( , ; ) ( ; ) ( | ; )p p pf r s f r s f r s = +
, 

obs

r,wKGB

r, B r ref

( ; )
( ; ) log ( ) 0.1 0.9

( )

p

p

p

r s
f r s k T r

s






 
= −  + 

   , 

          
 wKGB obs

θ, B θ( | ; ) log ( ) ( | ; ) 1 0.1 1p pf r s k T r r s    = − −  +
  ,  (8) 

r 3( / 2Å )

1
( )

1 r
r

e


− −
=

+ , 

/Åθ 10( 2)

1
( )

1 r
r

e


− −
=

+ . 
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Defined as above, the smoothed radial potential, 
wKGB

r,pf , converges to zero at long 

distances and to a finite value for short distance bins with low apparent densities, 

playing the role of pseudo-count. The smoothed angular potential, 
wKGB

θ, ( | ; )pf r s , 

is set to zero when the observed frequency of the hydrogen bond orientation is 

equal to the average value. This angular term becomes zero for both long-and 

short-distance bins. 

 Once the potential is derived by assigning numerical values of the potential for 

all the bins as in Equation (8), it is evaluated by natural cubic spline interpolation at 

given values of the variables when it is applied to new protein structures. The 

numerical values of the potential and data used for deriving the potential are 

available as supplementary files at http://galaxy.seoklab.org/suppl/wkgb.html. 

2.1.2. Prediction of bound water positions with wKGB 

As an application of the wKGB potential, the positions of the water oxygen 

atoms for a given protein structure were predicted as follows. First, the total wKGB 

potential on the water position, wr , is defined as 

wKGB
wKGBF ( ) ( , ; )w pw pw pp

p

f r s=r ,                    (9) 

which is the sum of the smoothed wKGB potential over the protein atoms within a 

cut-off distance of 9.75 Å. The variables rpw and θpw are calculated as defined in 

Figure 2.1 as r and θ, and the effective Born radius sp is calculated by using the 

generalize Born solvation model FACTS from the input protein structure, as 

described above. The total wKGB potential is calculated on each grid point of a 3D 

grid box with 0.5 Å spacings around the protein structure. The grid point with the 

lowest total wKGB potential is then predicted as a water position. The grid point 
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with the next lowest total wKGB potential is identified, excluding the grid points 

within 2 Å from the previously predicted water positions. This step is repeated until 

the desired number of water positions is predicted or until the cutoff value of the 

total wKGB potential is reached. 

The performance of the water position prediction algorithm was tested on 120 

protein structures compiled by collecting X-ray crystal structures having resolution 

better than 1 Å, with 100-500 amino acids, and with mutual sequence identity less 

than 25%. The test set proteins also do not have a sequence identity more than 30% 

to any proteins used in deriving the wKGB potential. Only the crystal water 

positions with crystallographic B-factors less than 40 were considered to evaluate 

the prediction.  

The two evaluation measures for the water prediction considered in this study 

were the coverage of the crystal water positions and RMSD of the predicted 

positions from those of the crystal water oxygen atoms. The coverage was defined 

as the fraction of crystal water positions within 1 Å from the predicted water 

positions among all the crystal water positions. The coverage and RMSD were 

calculated after matching at most one crystal water to each predicted water. The 

coverage and the RMSD were examined at different Npred, the number of predicted 

water positions, which was set to 
pred crystN nN= , where Ncryst is the number of 

crystal water molecules, varying n from 1 to 10. 

The performance of the current method called as GalaxyWater-wKGB was 

compared with those of two other existing methods FoldX43 and 3D-RISM41, 42 on 

the 98 protein targets for which FoldX successfully generated results out of the 120 

test set proteins. The default option for FoldX was used, and Placevent48 with the 

default option was used for 3D-RISM. The 3D-RISM calculation was performed 

using the “rism.snglpnt” program of the AmberTools simulation suite49. SPC/E 
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water50 with the ff99SB protein force field and the ions94 ion parameter was used. 

For the solvent, 55.5 M of water and 0.005 M of sodium ions and chloride ions 

were used. KH was used for the closure of the integral equation. Grid spacings of 

0.5 Å, minimum buffer of 14 Å between solute and grid box, and 10,000 iterations 

with convergence criteria of 10-5 were used. All the calculations were performed on 

an Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU.   

 

2.2. Performance of GalaxyWater-wKGB 

2.2.1. Characteristics of wKGB potential 

The radial part of the smoothened wKGB potential, 
wKGB

r, ( ; )pf r s
, is shown for 

different protein atom types in Figure 2.2 and Supplementary Figure S2. The 

minima of the potential near 3 Å for the polar protein atoms [Figure 2.2 (a)-(d)] 

indicates the hydrogen bond interactions at that distance. The depth of the 

minimum near 3 Å is shallower for neutral N or O atoms, such as main chain N/O, 

amide N/O, or hydroxyl O [Figures 2.2 (a) and (b), Supplementary Figure S2], 

than that for charged N or O [Figures 2.2 (c) and (d), Supplementary Figure S2]. 

The minimum of the potential for the lysine side chain N atoms is particularly deep 

with three hydrogen atoms that can form hydrogen bonds. The minima for the N 

atoms acting as hydrogen bond donors are shallower than those for the O atoms 

acting as hydrogen bond acceptors (Supplementary Figure S2), which is consistent 

with the weaker hydrogen bond energy of N than that of O51. 
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Figure 2.2. Radial part of smoothed wKGB potential for (a) ALA main chain O, (b) 

ASN side chain OD1, (c) ASP side chain OD, (d) LYS side chain NZ, and (e) ALA 

main chain CA. 

The solvation state of the protein atoms strongly affects the depth of the 

potential minimum near 3 Å. The potentials for the neutral N or O atoms show 

stronger minima when the atoms are slightly exposed (orange lines) than when they 

are more buried (green, cyan, and blue lines) [Figures 2.2 (a) and (b)]. This can be 

interpreted as a result of the fact that neutral polar atoms tend to form hydrogen 
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bonds with other protein atoms when buried in the protein structure. This is in 

particular for the main chain atoms that form hydrogen bonds with other main 

chain atoms to generate secondary structures. The potentials for the charged N or O 

atoms show much stronger minima when the atoms are buried (blue lines) than for 

the neutral N or O atoms [Figures 2.2 (c) and (d)]. This fact may be explained by 

the stronger Coulomb interactions of water molecules with charged atoms in a less 

shielded, buried condition. 

Although carbon atoms are not expected to form hydrogen bond interactions 

with water molecules, the potentials for C atoms still show weak minima at 

distances longer than 3 Å [Figure 2.2 (e)]. This type of minima originates from 

water molecules interacting with nearby polar atoms in the protein structure. Such 

minima may be considered as artificial. 

The angular part of the smoothed wKGB potential, 
wKGB

θ, ( | ; )pf r s
, is shown 

for a moderately exposed state (effective Born radius 4-5 Å) in Figure 2.3 as a 

function of r, instead of θ, for convenience. The angular term shows the strongest 

minimum near 3 Å when θ approaches the ideal hydrogen bond angle, which 

depends on the atom type. For a main chain N atom whose ideal θ = 180° because 

the dipole vector of N is along the N-H bond, the angle bin having >131° shows the 

strongest potential [Figure 2.3 (a)]. For an sp2 hybridized atom whose ideal θ = 

120°, the angle bin of 109°-131° is favored the most [Figure 2.3 (b)]. For an sp3 

hybridized atom whose ideal θ is close to 109.5°, two angle bins of 109°-131° and 

90°-109° show the strongest potential minima [Figure 2.3 (c)]. Angular part of the 

potential for other atom types are provided in Figure S3. 
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Figure 2.3. Angular part of smoothed wKGB potential for (a) ALA main chain N, 

(b) ASP side chain OD, and (c) SER side chain OG. Potential is drawn for ps
 of 

4-5 Å, and different colors are used for different pw
 bins.  

If the solvation state of protein atoms is not considered in the derivation of the 

potential by excluding the dependence on the solvent state represented by the 

effective Born radius, s, the resulting potential will be an averaged potential over 

the solvation states. This lacks the important information on the strong dependency 

of the potential on the degree of solvent accessibility, as can be seen from the 

comparison of Figures 2.4 (b) and (a).  

If the inherent occupations of the water molecules in the vacant space in the 

protein structure are not considered when deriving the potential, the potential for 

the more exposed states would be much weaker, as shown in Figure 2.4 (c). The 

potential obtained without considering the dependence on the solvation state, s, and 
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the water molecules in the vacant space is also shown in Figure 2.4 (d). Predictions 

of the water positions with the potentials without considering the solvation state 

and/or the vacant space are less successful, as discussed in the next subsection. 

 

Figure 2.4. Effect of considering solvation state and water occupation in vacant 

space on resulting wKGB potential, illustrated for ASN side chain ND2. (a) current 

wKGB potential, (b) potential derived without consideration of dependence on 

solvation state s (represented as w/o Born), (c) potential derived without 

consideration of water occupation in vacant space (represented as w/o Vac), and (d) 

potential derived without consideration of solvation state and water occupation in 

vacant space (represented as w/o Vac Born). 
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2.2.2. Results of water site prediction 

The prediction results of the water sites on the crystal structures of the 120 test 

proteins obtained using GalaxyWater-wKGB are presented in Figure 2.5. The 

crystal water sites recovered by the prediction converged to 80% as a larger 

number of water positions were predicted [Figure 2.5 (a)]. The coverage increased 

to 96% if a distance cutoff of 1.5 Å was used as a criterion of recovery instead of 1 

Å [Figure S4 (a)]. The RMSD of the predicted water positions converged to 0.8 Å 

[Figure 2.5 (b)]. As can be seen from the figures, without the consideration of 

either the dependence on the solvation state (green lines) or the water occupation in 

the vacant space (orange lines), the prediction performance deteriorates. 

Considering the solvation state has a larger effect than including the vacant space. 

Random rotation and translation of the protein structure in the 3D grid box did not 

affect the performance, showing deviations of < 4% in the coverage (See Table S2 

for detailed results). The water sites predicted for two protein targets using the 

wKGB potential and the potential derived without considering the solvation states 

(wKGB.w/o Born) are compared in Figure 2.6. The figure shows that using the 

potential not considering the solvation state, the water sites are less precise, with 

over-prediction of the sites on the protein surface.  

In the actual prediction of water sites, the number of crystal waters shown on the 

abscissa of the figures is not known. A cutoff value of the wKGB potential was 

used instead to determine the number of water sites to predict. The dependence of 

the prediction performance on the potential cutoff value is summarized in 

Supplementary Table S3.  

The prediction performance of GalaxyWater-wKGB is compared to those of 

FoldX and 3D-RISM on 92 proteins, as shown in Figure 2.7. At a small number of 

predicted water sites, GalaxyWater-wKGB performs comparably to 3D-RISM and 
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better than FoldX in terms of the coverage and slightly worse than 3D-RISM in 

terms of RMSD on the crystal structures [Figures 2.7 (a) and (b)]. At a large 

number of predicted sites, GalaxyWater-wKGB performs better than 3D-RISM.  
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Figure 2.5. Prediction results of water sites on crystal structure sets. X-axis is 

number of predicted water sites (Npred) divided by number of well-resolved 

crystallographic water molecules (Ncryst). (a) average coverage and (b) average 

RMSD for crystal structure set. Results for potential derived without consideration 

of water occupation in vacant space (represented as w/o Vac), without 

consideration of dependence on solvation state s (represented as w/o Born), and 

without consideration of both solvation state and water occupation in vacant space 

(represented as w/o Vac Born) are shown in different colors for comparison. 
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Figure 2.6. Example case of water site prediction (PDB ID: 3QL9) when twice the 

number of crystallographic water molecules are predicted. Red spheres represent 

predicted water sites, and green and yellow spheres crystallographic water sites. 

Green spheres indicate crystallographic water molecules with corresponding 

predicted water sites within 1 Å, and yellow spheres indicate crystallographic water 

molecules for which no predicted water site is found within 1 Å. Blue lines indicate 

hydrogen bonds between crystallographic water molecules and neighboring protein 

atoms. (a) and (c) show water site prediction results with wKGB potential, and (b) 

and (d) with potential derived without considering dependence on solvation state. 

Region with pronounced difference between two methods is enlarged in (c) and (d). 
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Figure 2.7. Coverage of crystallographic water positions and RMSD of predicted 

positions for crystal structure set is shown in (a) and (b). X-axis is number of 

predicted water sites (Npred) divided by number of well-resolved crystallographic 

water molecules (Ncryst) for both (a) and (b). Computational time consumed by 

prediction is presented in (c) as function of protein size. Probability distribution of 

hydrogen bond length (rpw) between predicted water and protein atom is presented 

in (d). Hydrogen bonds are defined here as interactions between water O atom and 

protein N or O atoms with θpw > 100° and rpw < 3.5 Å. 
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3. Prediction of Water Positions on Protein Structure 

using 3D-CNN 

In previous chapter, statistical potential based method showed better water site 

prediction performance than 3D-RISM. However, statistical potential could make 

inaccurate predictions due to limited degree of freedom of the potential function 

used to predict water. For the freedom of water prediction method, Deep learning52 

was applied in this chapter. Deep learning is a machine learning method that 

enables learning about complex functions through a large number of artificial 

neural network layers, of which the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)52 is a 

type of network used in deep learning and is mainly used in image detection. CNN 

is characterized by recognizing features for narrow areas in shallow layers, being 

able to recognize the overall patterns that make up the image as the layer deepens, 

and being able to recognize features that make up the image with a relatively small 

number of parameters using the solution kernel. These CNN networks are the best 

way to recognize images, and methods using CNN such as GoogLeNet have won 

ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge of 201453. The 3D structure of 

a protein can also be regarded as a kind of 3D image, and it has been suggested 

using CNN to recognize the structure of a protein that is likely to interact with a 

particular ligand molecule, indicating that it is possible to consider the structure of 

a protein as a kind of image and analyze its structure and function54. GalaxyWater-

CNN is a 3D-CNN network that could recognize patterns of protein structures that 

could accommodate water molecules by considering the structure of proteins as a 

kind of 3D image, thereby predicting the location of water interacting with proteins. 

In this thesis, the performance of GalaxyWater-CNN was tested by calculating the 

coverage of the crystal water molecule position from the water site prediction for 

the given protein from the high resolution PDB set and calculating the coverage of 
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the protein-protein bridging crystal water molecule position from the water site 

prediction for the given protein from protein-protein complex set. GalaxyWater-

CNN showed coverage of 75% and shows the coverage of 78% for inter-protein 

bridging water prediction, when three times of the bridging water in the crystal is 

predicted. Additionally, GalaxyWater-CNN which trained on protein-ligand 

complex set was tested by calculating the coverage of the ligand-neighboring 

crystal water molecule position from the water site prediction for the given protein 

from protein-ligand complex set, which showed 81% coverage when three times of 

the bridging water in the crystal is predicted.  

 

3.1.  Methods for GalaxyWater-CNN 

3.1.1. Overview of the overall method 

GalaxyWater-CNN places water molecules on the surface of a protein chain, a 

protein-protein complex, or a protein-compound complex using a CNN model that 

generates a water distribution map, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The CNN takes a 

protein or complex structure as input and generates a water distribution map in a 

3D grid box surrounding the structure. The positions of water molecules on the 

protein surface are predicted by locating high-probability regions on the map. 
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Figure 3.1. GalaxyWater-CNN places water molecules around a given structure of 

a protein, a protein-protein complex, or a protein-compound complex by locating 

high-probability regions of a water distribution map generated by a convolutional 

neural network. 

3.1.2. The CNN architecture 

The CNN architecture is shown in Figure 3.2. The input of the network is the 

atomic distribution of n channels on a 3D 𝑁 × 𝑁 × 𝑁 cubic grid box represented 

in the dimension of 𝑛 × 𝑁 × 𝑁 × 𝑁. The spacing between the grid points is set to 

0.5 Å. For the box size, N = 32 (volume = 163 Å3) is used when training the 

network, and a larger size of N = 64 (volume = 323 Å3) is used for actual prediction 

to avoid memory problems during training. To generate a water map on a protein-

compound complex, 𝑛 = 8, corresponding to eight atom types (i.e., C, N, O, S, P, 

halogen, metal, and others) is used. For a protein chain or a protein-protein 

complex, 𝑛 = 16, corresponding to C, N, O, and S channels and an additional 12 

channels that describe more detailed protein atom types, as listed in Table S4. 

Atomic distributions are generated from the atomic coordinates of the input 

structure. For each atom in the input structure, the contribution to the atomic 

distribution at a grid point for each channel is given by a shifted Gaussian function 

𝐴(𝑑, 𝑟) as54 
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where d is the distance from the atom center to the grid point, and r is the atomic 

radius. 

As shown in Figure 3.2 (a), the 𝑛 × 𝑁 × 𝑁 × 𝑁 input is first increased to 

64 × 𝑁 × 𝑁 × 𝑁 by 1 × 1 × 1 convolution and passes through 10 residual blocks, 

as explained next. The network is then split into two branches. One branch 

generates a coarse water map that is used to calculate a cross-entropy loss function, 

Loss1, with the definition of a larger water radius of 𝑟1 = 2.28 Å (150 % of the 

more precise radius, 1.52 Å). The other branch passes through an additional 10 

residual blocks to generate a fine water map, which gives another cross-entropy 

loss function, Loss2, with a water radius of 𝑟2 = 1.52 Å. The loss function is 

explained in more detail in the next subsection. A fine water map is used to place 

water molecules. 

The residual block, shown in Figure 3.2 (b), is a convolutional residual neural 

network that uses the atrous convolutions39 to effectively process information 

encompassing a wider space with fewer layers. After 3 × 3 × 3 convolutions of 

different dilations of one and two with zero-paddings of one and two, respectively, 

the two grids were concatenated and reduced to the original size of 64 × 𝑁 × 𝑁 ×

𝑁 by 1 × 1 × 1 convolution. After batch normalization, followed by the addition 

of input grid values, an ELU activation layer is applied to generate an output grid 

of the same dimension: 64 × 𝑁 × 𝑁 × 𝑁.  
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Figure 3.2. Network structure of GalaxyWater-CNN. a) The overall network 

structure, where n denotes the number of channels representing atom types and N is 

the number of grid points along each spatial dimension. b) Structure of the residual 

block in a). 
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3.1.3. Training of the neural network 

3.1.3.1. Training set proteins and complexes 

To train and evaluate the network for proteins and protein-protein complexes, a 

database of non-redundant, high-resolution X-ray crystal structures were 

constructed. Protein structures having a crystallographic resolution better than 2 Å 

and R-free values lower than 0.3 with mutual sequence identity less than 25 % with 

a sequence length between 100 and 500 were collected using PISCES protein 

sequence culling server47 on July 18th, 2019. The symmetry operators given in the 

Protein Data Bank (PDB) structure files were used to generate protein and water 

oxygen atoms surrounding the center protein. 

The interactions present in the crystal environments were considered explicitly 

by including all the surrounding proteins and water atoms during training. For 

convenience, only those proteins and complexes having fewer than 10 symmetry 

operators, no nucleic acids, no alternate structures, and no missing residues were 

included for method training and test. Only well-resolved water oxygen atoms 

having a B-factor < 40 were considered. Additionally, only those having the 

number of water molecules with B-factor < 40 between 5 and 20 % of that of 

protein atoms were included.  

The total number of compiled protein and complex structures was 312, of which 

160 structures were used as a training set, and 152 structures were used as a 

validation set. Separate test sets were employed for comparison with the previous 

methods, as explained next. 

For protein-compound complexes, another set was curated from PDBBind55 

v2019 refined set. It is a set of non-redundant, high-resolution X-ray crystal 

structures with resolution better than 2 Å, mutual sequence identity of proteins less 
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than 30 %, and Tanimoto similarity of compounds less than 50 %. Only those 

having water molecules between 5 and 20 % of the number of protein atoms were 

considered. Among the 1,189 protein-complex structures, 792 were used for 

training, and the rest were used for independent evaluation of the method. 

3.1.3.2. Training method 

The parameters of the network are optimized using the training loss, defined as 

follows. Each of the cross-entropy loss functions, Loss1 and Loss2 (see Figure 3.2 

(a)), is calculated from a predicted and a reference water map. Two kinds of 

reference maps, coarse and fine, are generated for Loss1 and Loss2, respectively, 

from the coordinates of well-resolved water oxygen atoms (B-factor < 40) for the 

training set structures described above using two different definitions for hard-

sphere water radius, 2.28 Å and 1.52 Å, respectively. The total loss function is 

defined as the average of the cross-entropy terms with a weight of 1 for the grid 

points without any assigned water oxygen, and 20 and 64 for the grid points with 

assigned water oxygen for the coarse and fine maps, respectively.  

Pytorch is used as a platform for building and training the neural network. The 

Adam optimizer is used with a learning rate of 0.0001 for the parameter 

optimization. To minimize the dependence on rotation and translation of the input 

structure, the structures are randomly rotated and cropped during training. To 

account for the interactions with adjacent symmetric units in the crystal 

environment, nearby protein and water oxygen atoms placed by symmetric 

operations are included during training. 

3.1.4. Placement of water molecules from the water map 

Water molecules were placed sequentially on the 3D box of 𝑁 = 64 (volume = 

323 Å3) by locating high-score regions in the water distribution map, as outlined in 
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Figure 3.3. First, the generated water map is convoluted with a shifted Gaussian 

kernel (See Equation 10) with 𝑟 = 1.52 Å to remove possible noise. During the 

convolution, a reflecting padding was applied to the boundary of the water 

distribution map to keep the size of the convoluted map the same as that of the 

distribution map. Water oxygen atoms are then iteratively placed on the highest 

distribution grid point after evacuating neighboring grid points within 2.28 Å.  

 

Figure 3.3. Water placement method on the water distribution map generated by 

CNN. 

For proteins larger than the size of the grid box (323 Å3), a larger box covering all 

protein atoms are sliced into boxes of 323 Å3 shifted by 24 Å in each dimension. To 

account for possible inaccuracy in the boundary, only the internal regions of the 

water maps of size 243 Å3 were merged before water positions are predicted.  

3.1.5. Methods for performance comparison 

3.1.5.1. Evaluation measures 

To evaluate the performance of water position prediction, the extent to which the 
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predicted water recovers the crystal waters in the PDB structure (coverage) and the 

deviation of the predicted positions from the crystal water positions (RMSD) are 

considered. Only the crystal waters having a B-factor < 40 with no contacts with 

neighboring symmetric units within 4 Å are considered. The coverage and RMSD 

are calculated after matching at most one crystal water to each predicted water 

within a distance cutoff of 1 Å. The coverage is defined as the fraction of matched 

crystal water positions among all crystal water positions. The coverage and RMSD 

are examined at different Npred. The number of predicted water positions is set to 

Npred = Ncryst, where Ncryst is the number of crystal water molecules, which varies 

from 1 to 10. 

In actual predictions, the number of crystal water molecules is not known. 

Therefore, in the web server described below, a different parameter, a cut-off value 

for the water map probability score, is used instead of n to control the number of 

predicted water molecules. 

3.1.5.2. Test sets 

GalaxyWater-CNN was tested on a single-protein test set, protein-protein 

complex test set, and protein-compound complex test set for placing water on 

single protein chains, protein-protein interfaces, and protein-compound binding 

sites, respectively. The test sets do not overlap with the training sets. 

The single-protein test set of high-resolution crystal structures consists of 120 X-

ray crystal structures having a resolution better than 1 Å, released before March 

14th, 2015. This set was also used as a benchmark set in Chapter 2. For 

comparison with other methods, results were analyzed for 92 structures out of 120 

structures after excluding the proteins for which water prediction failed with FoldX. 

The protein-protein complex test set comprises X-ray crystal structures with 
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resolution better than 2.5 Å with residues between 50 and 450 and interface 

residues between 30 and 500 amino acids, which was constructed from Propairs56 

prepared on April 6th, 2018. Only those with no disorder and no ligand molecules at 

the binding interface and with more than four bridging water molecules at the 

interface are considered to evaluate the performance of predicting interface 

bridging water molecules. Bridging waters are defined as those with a B-factor <40 

and those that form hydrogen bonds with both the receptor and ligand proteins. The 

hydrogen bonds are assigned to each water molecule with any neighboring 

hydrogen donor/acceptor heavy atom within 3.5 Å, and the angle made by the 

water oxygen atom, the hydrogen donor/acceptor atom, and the atom bonded to the 

donor/acceptor atom larger than 100°. For predicted waters, a relaxed criterion of 

4.5 Å and 80° is used to match the crystal bridging waters. 

The protein-compound complex test set has 397 non-redundant, high-resolution 

X-ray crystal protein-compound complex structures curated from the PDBBind 

refined set, as explained above. Crystal water molecules within 4 Å of the 

compound atoms are considered for performance evaluation. For predicted waters, 

a criterion of 5 Å is used to match the crystal waters near the compounds. 

3.1.5.3. Running other methods for comparison 

The Performances of GalaxyWater-CNN was compared to those of 

GalaxyWater-wKGB40, 3D-RISM41, 42, and FoldX43. For water placement on 

protein-compound complexes, only 3D-RISM was employed for comparison 

because the other two methods cannot deal with protein-compound complexes.  

Prediction by 3D-RISM was carried out using the “rism.snglpnt” program of the 

AmberTools simulation suite49. For the force field, SPC/E for water50, ff99SB for 

protein, ions94 for ions, and General AMBER Force Field (GAFF) for compounds 
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were used. Antechamber was used to set the charges for the compounds with 

AM1-BCC partial charge model. Protonation of compounds followed the 

protonation state given in the PDBBind refined set. For the solvent, 55.5 M of 

water and 0.005 M of sodium ions and chloride ions were used. KH was used for 

the closure of the integral equation. Grid spacings of 0.5 Å, minimum buffer of 14 

Å between solute and grid box, and 10,000 iterations with convergence criteria of 

10-5 were used. FoldX and GalaxyWater-wKGB were performed with the default 

options. 

All CPU calculations were performed on Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPU, and GPU 

calculations were performed on GeForce GTX 1080 Ti.  
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3.2.  Performance of GalaxyWater-CNN 

3.2.1. Results of network training 

The network that generates a water distribution map for a protein or a protein-

protein complex structure was trained and validated on the single-protein sets. The 

training and validation losses plotted in Figure 3.4 show similar trends with the 

increasing number of epochs with no indication of overtraining.  

 

Figure 3.4. Evolution of the loss values for the single-protein training and 

validation sets with respect to the number of epochs. 

 

When the positions of the water molecules were predicted using the trained 

network, the prediction results were very close between the training and validation 

sets. For example, water molecules were predicted with the average coverage of 

(73%, 82%) and (75, 83%) when the number of predicted waters, Npred, was (3, 10) 
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times that of the crystallographic waters, Ncryst, for the training set and the 

validation set, respectively. 

Random rotation and translation of the protein structure in the 3D grid box did 

not affect the performance, showing deviations of < 3% in the coverage (See Table 

S5 for detailed results). 

The contribution of distinctive features of the network to the prediction 

performance was analyzed by examining the prediction results when each feature 

was removed or modified, as shown in Supplementary Figure S5. The most 

significant impact on the performance of the network was achieved using the 

dilated convolution kernel, followed by using 20 residual layers. For example, 

water molecules were predicted with an average coverage of (68 %, 78 %) and 

(70 %, 79 %) for Npred/Ncryst = (3, 10) when the dilated convolution layers were 

removed from the residual block and when only half of the residual layers were 

used, respectively, compared to (75 %, 83 %) for the full network. Additional atom 

channels of detailed functional groups and using the auxiliary loss (Loss 1) showed 

a relatively small impact, but there was some when small numbers of water 

molecules (< 2Ncryst) were predicted. 

3.2.2. Results on the single-protein test set 

The prediction performance of GalaxyWater-CNN on an independent single-

protein test set was compared with those of GalaxyWater-wKGB, 3D-RISM, and 

FoldX. The test set consists of proteins with sequence identity < 25 % from those 

used for training and validating the GalaxyWater-CNN. As can be seen from the 

performance comparison presented in Figure 3.5 (a), GalaxyWater-CNN can 

predict more crystallographic water molecules than other methods with an average 

coverage of (75 %, 86 %) for Npred/Ncryst = (3, 10), compared with (63 %, 79 %) 

and (61 %, 69 %) for GalaxyWater-wKGB and 3D-RISM, respectively. FoldX 

generated only a small number of water molecules, and its performance was worse 
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than that of the other methods. 

GalaxyWater-CNN can predict the crystallographic water molecules more 

precisely when larger number of waters are predicted with average RMSD of (1.99 

Å, 0.78 Å) for Npred/Ncryst = (3, 10), compared with (2.19 Å, 0.85 Å) and (1.84 Å, 

1.15 Å) for GalaxyWater-wKGB and 3D-RISM, respectively, as shown in Figure 

3.5 (b). 

The average calculation time for GalaxyWater-CNN was 83 s on a GPGPU 

using CUDA and 2,308 s on a CPU, compared with 18 s, 3,641 s, and 11 s on a 

CPU for GalaxyWater-wKGB, 3D-RISM, and FoldX, respectively. Figure 3.5 (c) 

shows the dependence of the calculation time on protein size. 

Detailed analysis showed that GalaxyWater-CNN predicts water positions more 

precisely than GalaxyWater-wKGB when hydrogen bond networks exist, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.6. In Figure 3.6 (c) and (d), GalaxyWater-CNN predicted 

three crystal water molecules forming a hydrogen bond network correctly, whereas 

GalaxyWater-wKGB did not. This demonstrates the limitation of the statistical 

potential used in GalaxyWater-wKGB. In a statistical potential like wKGB, nearby 

atoms chemically bonded to hydrogen acceptors or donors tend to show preferable 

potential because of their proximity to the observed hydrogen bonds. This artifact 

may blur the total potential map between the protein and water, which sometimes 

decreases the water site prediction accuracy. 
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Figure 3.5. Performance comparison of GalaxyWater-CNN, GalaxyWater-wKGB, 

3D-RISM, and FoldX on the single-protein test set. a) Average coverage and b) 

average RMSD of the predicted water molecules vs. the number of predicted 

waters (Npred / Ncryst); c) Computation time in log-scale versus the protein size. 

CNN_GPU and CNN_GPU refer to GalaxyWater-CNN using GPU and CPU, 

respectively. 
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Figure 3.6. An example case PDB ID: 2FWH which emphasizes a case in which 

GalaxyWater-CNN predicts water sites precisely, as in (a), (b), and (c), whereas the 

potential-based method GalaxyWater-wKGB does not as in (d), for Npred/Ncryst = 3. 

The gray contour in (a) and that magnified in (b) show water distribution map with 

probability score > 0.9. Green and pink spheres represent predicted water sites with 

and without corresponding crystallographic waters within 1 Å. Yellow spheres 

represent crystallographic water sites without corresponding predicted water sites 

within 1 Å. Orange lines show hydrogen bonds. 
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3.2.3. Results on the protein-protein complex test set 

A comparison of the prediction performance of the bridging water position at the 

protein-protein interface on the protein-protein complex test set (151 structures) is 

shown in Figure 3.7. GalaxyWater-CNN shows a coverage of 78 %, compared 

with 68, 57, and 46 % for GalaxyWater-wKGB, 3D-RISM, and FoldX, 

respectively, at Npred/Ncryst = 3. The coverage converged to 90 and 82 % for 

GalaxyWater-CNN and GalaxyWater-wKGB, respectively, for large Npred/Ncryst. 

GalaxyWater-CNN also showed enhanced performance in terms of average RMSD 

of 0.90 Å, compared with 1.25, 1.20, and 1.12 Å for GalaxyWater-wKGB, 3D-

RISM, and FoldX, respectively. It is notable that protein-protein interface waters 

were predicted with high performance using the water distribution map generated 

by the same network trained on a single-protein structure set. 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Performance comparison of GalaxyWater-CNN, GalaxyWater-wKGB, 

3D-RISM, and FoldX on the protein-protein complex test set. a) Average coverage; 

b) Average RMSD of the predicted crystallographic waters bridging in the protein-

protein interface. 
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GalaxyWater-CNN also showed higher performance in predicting bridging 

waters in protein-protein interfaces (Figure 3.7) than waters on protein surfaces 

(Figure 3.5) in terms of absolute measures (coverage/RMSD of 90 %/0.19 Å 

compared with 86 %/0.78 Å at Npred/Ncryst = 10). This is consistent with the 

observation made on the single-protein chain set in which water molecules making 

hydrogen bond networks were more precisely predicted. An example of a water 

distribution map and predicted water sites is shown in Figure 3.8. In the figure, 

GalaxyWater-CNN correctly predicted two crystal water molecules forming 

hydrogen-bond bridges with main-chain protein atoms, whereas GalaxyWater-

wKGB failed. This failure of GalaxyWater-wKGB may be ascribed to an artifact of 

using statistical potential, as explained regarding Figure 3.6. 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Example case of predicting protein interface bridging water molecules 

(PDB ID: 2FHZ) at Npred/Ncryst = 3. Gray contour in (a) and that magnified in (b) 

show GalaxyWater-CNN water distribution map with probability > 0.9. Green and 

pink spheres represent predicted water sites with and without corresponding 
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crystallographic waters within 1 Å. Yellow spheres represent crystallographic water 

sites without corresponding predicted water sites within 1 Å. Orange lines show 

hydrogen bonds. Prediction by GalaxyWater-CNN shown in (c) recovers more 

bridging waters than that by GalaxyWater-wKGB shown in (d).  

 

3.2.4. Result on the protein-compound complex set 

A separate CNN that generates a water distribution map on the surface of 

protein-compound complexes was trained in the same manner as that for single-

protein chains. The performance of using this network for predicting water sites in 

the compound binding pockets was compared to that of 3D-RISM as shown in 

Figure 3.9. GalaxyWater-wKGB and FoldX, compared in the above sections, did 

not handle protein-compound complexes. GalaxyWater-CNN showed a higher 

coverage of 81 % and a lower RMSD of 0.96 Å compared with 48 % and 1.34 Å 

with 3D-RISM at Npred/Ncryst = 3 when the distance cutoff of 1 Å was used to match 

predicted and crystallographic water molecules. Higher coverages of 88 and 67 % 

were obtained for GalaxyWater-CNN and 3D-RISM, respectively, with a more 

relaxed cutoff value of 1.5 Å.  
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Figure 3.9. Performance comparison of GalaxyWater-CNN and 3D-RISM for 

predicting water molecules in the compound binding sites of proteins: a) Average 

coverage; b) RMSD of the predicted water molecules in the binding site.  

GalaxyWater-CNN also showed higher absolute performance in predicting 

binding site waters in protein-compound complexes (Figure 3.9) than waters on 

protein surfaces (Figure 3.5) (coverage/RMSD of 88 %/0.21 Å compared with 

86 %/0.78 Å at Npred/Ncryst = 10). This also seems to have been caused by the 

binding site waters forming more hydrogen bonds than those on protein surfaces. 

An example of this is shown in Figure 3.10. In the figure, GalaxyWater-CNN 

predicted three crystal water molecules, making hydrogen bond networks in the 

binding site correctly for which 3D-RISM failed. The results of 3D-RISM are 

affected by many factors, including fluctuations of heavy atoms and hydrogen 

atoms involved in hydrogen bonds, accuracy of the force field, and accuracy of the 

integral equation closure. CNNs may overcome such issues by learning from 3D 

structure data directly, especially for water molecules, making stable enough 

hydrogen bond networks to be observed in the crystal structures. 
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Figure 3.10. Example case of predicting binding-site water molecules on a protein-

compound complex (PDB ID: 2ihj) at Npred/Ncryst = 3. Green and pink spheres 

represent predicted water sites with and without corresponding crystallographic 

waters within 1 Å. Yellow spheres represent crystallographic water sites without 

corresponding predicted water sites within 1 Å. Orange lines show hydrogen bonds. 

Prediction results of GalaxyWater-CNN are shown in (a) and magnified in (c), and 

those of 3D-RISM are in (b) and (d). 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Two new water prediction methods on given protein structures were introduced 

in this thesis. In Chapter 2, water prediction method based on the new protein-

water statistical potential called wKGB was introduced. wKGB statistical potential 

considers the degree of solvent accessibility of protein atoms as well as the 

orientation and distance of protein-water hydrogen bonds. The positive effect of 

including the solvent accessibility of protein atoms was illustrated well in the 

examples of the stronger interactions (1) in buried states than in exposed states for 

charged protein atoms owing to the less solvent shielding and (2) in slightly 

exposed states than in buried states for neutral polar protein atoms owing to the less 

competition with other protein atoms for hydrogen bonding. The positions of water 

molecules were predicted by identifying low-energy regions on the protein 

structures by GalaxyWater-wKGB using the wKGB potential. GalaxyWater-wKGB 

performs better than FoldX and is comparable to or better than 3D-RISM. To 

achieve higher performance in water placement, a method adopting Convolutional 

Neural Network, GalaxyWater-CNN, was developed, as introduced in Chapter 3.  

GalaxyWater-CNN is a water position prediction method based on 

Convolutional Neural Network, and was able to cover a significant number of 

crystal waters with less prediction of water positions compared to the existing 

methods. Even with a small number of training sets, it showed robust performance 

for various test sets. The Positions of water molecules were predicted by placing 

water molecules at high water-probability regions on protein structures by 

GalaxyWater-CNN. Performance of GalaxyWater-CNN was generally better than 

GalaxyWater-wKGB, 3D-RISM, and FoldX, especially when a small number of 

water molecules are predicted with stricter criteria. This result can be ascribed to 

the higher amount of parameters of GalaxyWater-CNN enables us to depict water 
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distribution more accurately. Additionally, using atrous convolution, residual 

network, and many layers considerably increases the performance of GalaxyWater-

CNN network, while using functional group channels and an auxiliary loss affect 

the performance relatively less. The faster and more accurate water position 

prediction methods presented here could be used to improve molecular docking 

methods by considering those water molecules explicitly.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

 

Figure S1. Estimation of available volume at given distance and solvation state for 

short distances used in derivation of wKGB statistical potential. (a) Average 

number of observed crystal water molecules per protein atom (
obsN ) as function of 

protein-water distance (r) for varying solvation states that are represented as 

effective Born radius s of protein atom. Data at longer distances (  Å4r  ) were 

fitted with formula of 

s

sr



, and parameters obtained by this fitting are presented 

in (b). 
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Figure S2. Radial part of smoothed wKGB potential for (a) SER side chain OG,  

(b) ALA main chain N, (c) HIS side chain ND1, and (d) ARG side chain NE 
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Figure S3. Angular part of smoothed wKGB potential for (a) ALA main chain O, 

(b) ASN side chain OD1, (c) ASN side chain ND2, (d) HIS side chain ND1, (e) 

ARG side chain NE, and (f) LYS side chain NZ 
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Figure S4. Coverage (cutoff = 1.5 Å) comparison between GalaxyWater-CNN, 

GalaxyWater-wKGB, 3D-RISM, and FoldX for test sets. Each graph plotted Npred / 

Ncryst versus coverage for different test set, where a) plotted for single-protein test 

set, b) plotted for protein-protein complex structure set, and c) plotted for protein-

compound complex test set 
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Figure S5. Detailed structures of GalaxyWater-CNN network without specific 

feature. Each colored object is modified or removed from the original network with 

corresponding color. Colored object with plain line is modified from the original 

network, while objects with dashed line is removed from the original network. 

Detailed information is written in the figure. a) Networks with modification with 

overall GalaxyWater-CNN procedure. b) Networks with modification inside 

GalaxyWater-CNN layer. 
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Table S1. Details of 158 atom types used in wKGB statistical potential. 

  

ALA N CA C O CB

CYS N CA C O CB SG

ASP N CA C O CB CG OD1/2

GLU N CA C O CB CG CD OD1/2

PHE N CA C O CB CG CD1/2 CE1/2 CZ

GLY N CA C O

HIS N CA C O CB CG ND1 CD2 CE1 NE2

ILE N CA C O CB CG1 CG2 CD1

LYS N CA C O CB CG CD CE NZ

LEU N CA C O CB CG CD1/2

MET N CA C O CB CG SD CE

ASN N CA C O CB CG OD1/2 ND2

PRO N CA C O CB CG CD

GLN N CA C O CB CG CD OE1 NE2

ARG N CA C O CB CG CD NE CZ NH1/2

SER N CA C O CB OG

THR N CA C O CB OG1 CG2

VAL N CA C O CB CG1/2

CB CG CD1 CD2 NE1

CE2 CE3 CZ2 CZ3 CH2

TYR N CA C O CB CG CD1/2 CE1/2 CZ OH

Backbone Sidechain

TRP N CA C O
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Table S2. Effect of rotation and translation of input protein crystal structure on the 

water prediction performance. Standard deviations of the prediction performance in 

terms of RMSD and coverage (for different cut-off values for correct prediction) 

for 25 random rotation-translations averaged over the test set proteins are presented 

for different number predicted water molecules. 

 

 

Table S3. Dependence of average coverage and RMSD of crystallographic water 

positions on test set for different score cutoff values for crystal structure set.. 
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Table S4. Type of input channels in GalaxyWater-CNN. Channels with blue 

background corresponds to the atom type channels used both in protein version and 

protein-compound complexversion of GalaxyWater-CNN, while red background 

corresponds to the extra atom channels used for protein-compound complex 

version of GalaxyWater-CNN only, and channels with green background 

corresponds to the functional group channels used for protein version of 

GalaxyWater-CNN only. 
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Table S5. Effect of rotation and translation of input protein crystal structure on the 

water prediction performance. Standard deviations of the prediction performance in 

terms of RMSD and coverage for 25 random rotation-translations averaged over 

the test set of wkgb crystal structure set. 
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 Score cutoff Npred/Ncryst RMSD (Å) Coverage 

Single-chain 

proteins 

34 5.45 1.07 83.6% 

38 4.05 1.37 80.6% 

42 2.80 2.05 74.8% 

Protein-

protein 

complexes 

34 6.62 0.26 89.3% 

38 5.57 0.29 89.0% 

42 4.48 0.37 87.9% 

Protein-

compound 

complexes 

34 3.96 0.53 85.9% 

38 3.26 0.71 84.5% 

42 2.66 1.14 81.7% 

 

Table S6. Performance of GalaxtWater-CNN at three different score cutoff values 

on the single-protein, protein-protein complex, and protein-compound complex test 

sets. 
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국문초록 

대부분의 생체 단백질은 수용액 상태에서 존재하며, 단백질 분자는 물 

분자와 많은 상호작용을 일으킨다. 이러한 상호작용은 단백질의 구조나 

기능에 중요한 역할을 한다. 따라서 단백질의 구조와 기능을 예측하는 

방법들은 단백질과 물 분자 사이의 상호작용을 직, 간접적으로 고려하게 

된다. 간접적으로 물과 단백질 분자 사이의 상호작용을 고려하는 

방법으로는 물을 일종의 유전체로 가정하는 방법을 사용하는데, 이러한 

방법은 각각의 물 분자의 위치를 고려할 필요가 없기 때문에 비교적 

계산 비용이 낮고, 물과 단백질 분자 사이의 상호작용 중 많은 부분을 

차지하는 정전기적 상호작용을 모사할 수는 있지만, 물 분자의 위치에 

따라 크게 달라질 수 있는 물과 단백질 사이의 수소결합과 같은 근거리 

상호작용을 모사하기 어렵다는 문제점이 있다. 특히 물과 단백질 분자 

사이의 근거리 상호작용은 단백질의 기능에 영향을 끼치기 때문에 

단백질의 기능을 예측하는 방법에서는 단백질과 근거리 상호작용을 할 

가능성이 높은 물 분자들의 위치와 단백질과의 상호작용을 예측하는 

것이 중요할 수 있다. 물과 단백질 분자 사이의 근거리 상호작용을 

고려하기 위해서는 물 분자의 위치를 직접적으로 반영하여 물과 단백질 

사이의 상호작용을 모사하며, 주로 분자동역학 시뮬레이션이나 3D-

RISM이 사용된다. 이러한 방법들은 물과 단백질 사이의 상호작용을 

더욱 자세하게 모사할 수 있지만 계산비용이 높다는 문제가 있으며, 

단백질과 물 사이의 상호작용에 상당한 기여를 하는 단백질에 결합된 

물의 위치를 잘 예측하지 못한다는 문제도 존재한다. 
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  따라서, 본 학위 논문에서는 단백질 주변의 물 분자의 위치를 

예측하는 2가지의 방법을 제시하였다. 첫번째 시도는 단백질을 구성하는 

원자의 용매화 상태를 고려하여 물과 단백질 사이의 통계기반 포텐셜 

함수를 이용하여 단백질 주변의 물의 위치를 예측하는 방법이었다. 이 

방법은 3D-RISM 방법에 비해서 평균적으로 180배의 계산 속도 

향상을 보여주었으며, 단백질에 결합된 물 분자의 위치를 예측하는 

성능은 3D-RISM과 비슷하거나 더 높았다. 그러나 이 방법은 

수소결합에 직접적으로 참여하지 않는 단백질 원자와 물 분자 사이의 

포텐셜 우물을 만들어지는 현상이 존재하였기 때문에 제한된 예측 

성능을 보여주었다. 이러한 문제로 인하여 물 분자를 수용할 수 있는 

단백질의 구조 패턴을 인식할 수 있는 Convolutional neural network를 

이용한 물 분자 위치 예측 방법을 만들었고, 통계 기반 포텐셜 함수를 

이용한 물 분자 위치 예측 방법에 비해 더욱 높은 예측 성능을 보였다. 

이 방법은 GPGPU를 사용하였을 경우, 3D-RISM을 사용한 방법에 

비해 44배의 속도 향상을 보였고, CPU만을 사용했을 때에도 58%의 

속도 향상을 보였다. 예측 성능의 경우, 단백질 분자의 결정 구조에 

포함된 물 분자의 수의 3배의 물 분자의 위치를 예측했을 때, 예측된 

위치가 결정 구조에 존재하는 물 분자의 위치의 1Å 이내에 있을 확률이 

75% 이상이었다. 

이 논문에서 제시된 방법들을 이용하여 단백질 주변의 물의 위치를 더 

정확히 예측할 수 있다. 나아가서 단백질-리간드 도킹을 할 때, 

단백질에 붙잡혀있는 물 분자의 위치를 고려하여 더욱 단백질-리간드 

도킹을 할 수 있을 것으로 예상된다. 
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대해 큰 도움을 주신 한범이 형, 학회 포스터 발표 과정에서 조언과 

비전을 주신 웅희 형, 졸업논문에 적히지는 않았지만 protein-protein 

docking에 대해서 알려주고 박사 졸업 이후의 진로에 대해서 도움을 

주신 하섭이 형, 졸업논문에 사용된 연구의 근간에 많은 도움을 주신 림 

형, 어찌보면 불안했던 대학원 과정 중에서 심적으로 도와주신 규리 

누나, 여러 방면으로 도움을 주신 바로 윗 선배 민경 누나, 훈련소에서 

같이 지냈던 태용이, 클러스터 관리에 애쓴 진솔이, 졸업학기에 많은 

도움을 준 현욱이와 소희, 그리고 좋은 말벗이 되어주신 마틴 

슈타이네거 교수님과 마음 따듯한 종훈이 형에게도 감사드립니다. 
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 같은 취미를 공유하며 서로에게 인생의 힘이 되어 준 화학부 선배와 

동기생들, 문기 형, 창규 형, 한결이 형, 인환이, 해외에서 무탈하게 지낼 

수 있도록 도와주신 범창이 형과 주안이, 투자에 대한 생각을 공유했던 

토니, 건강에 대해서 좋은 조언을 준 완상이, 어렸을 때부터 벗이 되어 

함께 응원해 준 영준이, 홍일이, 재원이 그리고 저를 믿어주시고 

과학자의 꿈을 키워주신 양근하 선생님과 고광진 선생님, 상명고등학교 

선생님들께 감사드립니다. 또한  모교에서 보낸 저의 청춘, 20대에게도 

고맙다는 말을 전합니다. 

마지막으로 여러 어려운 상황에서도 물심양면으로 도와주신 부모님께도 

감사하다는 말씀을 드리며 이 글을 마칩니다. 
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